UGL

EMC Service Assurance Suite delivers improved
performance and safety for Australian trains
OVERVIEW
UGL is an Australian owned multinational provider of engineering, construction,
property management and maintenance services. UGL is the primary contractor for a
major project to provide a GSM-R based digital communication and monitoring system
for Sydney Trains, a government agency that operates metropolitan rail services
throughout New South Wales (NSW) in Australia.
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network, which is coming to the end of its operating life.

Also, it will enhance communication between trains and network control in
emergencies. The new system will also have additional functionality enabling
communications between other rail staff such as track workers, transit officers, and
freight operators,” McCullough said.
The project would involve deploying thousands of advanced measurement devices and
communication systems along tracks, at train stations, and within communication
rooms. Sydney Trains knew they needed a solution that could monitor and correlate
the data being sent by these devices. They awarded a contract to design, install and
maintain a digital radio system for Sydney Trains in NSW, to UGL Ltd.
UGL worked closely with IT consulting firm and EMC partner, iQ Consult to
recommend a solution that would centrally monitor, analyze and report the vast
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Monitoring a 200 mile radius area around Sydney, Australia, the EMC Smarts in the
Service Assurance Suite collects data from more than 250 base transceiver stations,
typically installed alongside railway tracks, as well as within a number of critical and
operational core and equipment communication rooms. It also polls logs and other
communications from on-train equipment and signal towers via GSM-R wireless
transmission.
The solution transmits network data to an existing Sydney Trains EMC Smarts
deployment, which has monitored Sydney Trains data center and business systems for
several years. Also part of the EMC Service Assurance Suite, Watch4net extracts data
from Smarts and other element managers and displays real-time railway performance
information for fault reporting, root cause investigation and predictive analytics.

INSTANT MONITORING ACROSS A VAST NETWORK
With the EMC Service Assurance Suite, UGL has broad visibility into the entire Sydney
Trains digital communications network and can monitor, analyze, and report on
system conditions in real time. This improves performance analysis of devices to
ensure optimal operations, enables quick resolution of detected system faults through
root cause analysis, and helps prevent safety risks or stoppages with predictive
analytics.

“The bottom line is preventing problems before they happen.
That's what the EMC Service Assurance Suite is helping us do so
the rail system runs safely and on schedule.”
Wesley Howick
Senior Systems Engineer, UGL Limited

"In an expansive rail network like the one at Sydney Trains, devices in the field could
fail and not be detected for days or weeks," explains Howick. "The EMC Service
Assurance Suite allows us to monitor every device regardless of the vendor and track
how they're working -- something unavailable on the previous system. Instead of
viewing multiple consoles of various device vendors, we can poll and correlate data
from multiple sources and manage them from a single console. This centralized
visibility into the performance and availability of the digital communications
infrastructure allow us to spot potential problems before they affect safety or train
schedules."

SHRINKS TIME TO ANALYZE THE ROOT CAUSE
Thousands of metrics, transmitted by each device, are collected and analyzed by the
Service Assurance Suite. If any impending problems are detected, the operations staff
is immediately alerted and can then drill down and examine in detail the exact root
cause. Watch4net also provides a range of out-of-the-box reports for analysis and
strategic planning.
"The out-of-the-box reports allows us to quickly view metrics and performance
information that are supported for our supplied data center straight away and limits
our need for a system administrator to spend time creating the functions and views
needed to display this useful information," say Howick. "The ability to also copy and

modify the out-of -the-box reports allows us to customize the tables and charts to
display specialized equipment we need to monitor and report on for KPI purposes."
To make it easy for operations staff to visually monitor the rail system, iQ Consult
integrated Smarts with a detailed graphical image of the rail system that is displayed
live on a large screen in the Sydney Trains infrastructure control room. UGL and
Sydney Trains staff also can easily monitor the rail system remotely via the secure
Web-based portal provided in the Service Assurance Suite.

Brent Cetinich, iQ Consult's Senior Technical Engineer, comments, "A quick glance at
the screen allows operators to see if there's a problem in a particular area and then
use the root cause analysis capabilities to trace the fault to the exact hardware or
software causing the problem. Before, this could take weeks or months of sifting
through data and physically checking devices. Now, EMC Service Assurance Suite does
this within minutes."

"A quick glance at the screen allows operators to see if there's a
problem in a particular area and then use the root cause analysis
capabilities to trace the fault to the exact hardware or software
causing the problem. Before, this could take weeks or months of
sifting through data and physically checking devices. Now, EMC
Service Assurance Suite does this within minutes."
Brent Cetinich
Senior Technical Engineer, iQ Consult

Howick adds, "Being able to quickly analyze faults is especially valuable to UGL
because we have SLAs with Sydney Trains. So the faster we find the problem, the
quicker we can make the repair and get the device back into service."

PREDICTS ISSUES WITH ANALYTICS
As Watch4net technology collects performance data over longer periods of time, the
reports can uncover trends and predict potential trouble spots well in advance of
failure. For example, it may discover one section of the rail network that is particularly
prone to heat-related issues. This allows operators to monitor the device more closely.
Similarly, the analysis may show that a particular device is likely to fail within a
certain time period, prompting UGL to replace it and avoid the failure altogether.
"Without the EMC Service Assurance Suite, we would not be able to predict these
issues and address them proactively as we do now," says Howick. "It's helping us
ensure higher levels of service for Sydney Trains and reduce costs associated with
repairing broken parts."
He adds, "iQ Consult did a great job with the design and implementation. They
completed the deployment, integration, and testing within five months."
"The bottom line", states Howick, "is preventing problems before they happen. That's
what the EMC Service Assurance Suite is helping us do so the rail system runs safely
and on schedule."
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